A/R Exercises – Qualified Lead Evaluators for 2020
Rocky Mountain Region, MRA

Albq.  Bill Scherzinger
      Andreas Schmitt-Sody

Alpine
Bob Feroldi
*John Putt
Lynda Wacht
Paul “Woody” Woodward

Aspen
*Debbie Kelly
Scott Messina

Douglas
*Roman Bukaty
*Bill Clendenning

El Paso  Tim Hayden

Fremont  Pat Caulfield

Grand  Greg Foley

Larimer  George Janson

RMRG  Alison Sheets
      Dale Wang

Summit  Jim Koegel

Vail
*Ann Marie Boness
Scott Sutton

Western
*Erik Niemeyer
*Ryan Paull
*Ryan White

* These members need mentoring during their first time as a Lead Evaluator